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The Common Good and Individual Rights

Szilárd Tattay

Abstract

-

volonté générale’ and 

chapter I seek to elucidate the ontological presuppositions and conceptual premises underlying 

and the opposition of the common good to individual goods and rights.

1. Introduction

use the more comprehensive and traditional term ‘good’ rather than that of ‘right’, 

and I will rely mainly on the thoughtful analysis of ‘atomist’ and holist ontologies 

on the now classic essay of Péter Takács (1998) on the common good.1

In his critical discussion of ‘Atomism’, the communitarian political philoso-

primarily individual ends, or as a class of political doctrines ‘which try to defend 

in some sense the priority of the individual and his rights over society, or which 

present a purely instrumental view of society’ (Taylor 1985, 187). From the atom-

 

and gives priority to the community over the individual. Furthermore, in the holist 

1 Henceforth I will refer to the German version of this essay (Takács 2007).
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-

-

ciety or social life from so-called ‘advocacy issues’ concerning moral and political 

standpoints. As regards the latter:

Here there is a gamut of positions, which at one end give primacy to individual rights 

and freedom and, at the other, give higher priority to community life or the good of col-

does not speak of degrees. Secondly, it seems clear to me that Taylor deviates here 

much more interrelated than Taylor allows in this later writing. Therefore I will 

also draw, with some important reservations, on the conceptual framework pro-

Politics (Miller 1995, ch. 6). Ac-

cording to Miller, even though individualistic and holistic conceptions of society 

have profoundly different implications, one should not speak simply of holism and 

-

found in this ‘central’ area. To this we can add that in all the divergent positions of 

2. The problem

-

standing of society, whereas doctrines of individual rights are generally regarded 

of the common good did not have a doctrine of individual rights, modern natural 

summum bonum (highest good),2 and founded the state entirely on self-interest and 

Leviathan ch. 11, 70): ‘there is no such Finis ultimus, 

(utmost ayme,) nor Summum Bonum, (greatest Good,) as is spoken of in the Books of the 

Old Moral Philosophers.’
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Two Treatises of Government

-

-

ick’s view ‘there is no social entity

own good. There are only individual people, different individual people, with their 

from two modern counterparts of the classical idea of common good, the Rous-

seauian concept of ‘volonté générale’ 

considering that these ideas take an individualist view of political society. But 

-

tion which will defend and protect with the whole common force the person and 

goods of each associate, and in which each, while uniting himself with all, may 

The Social Contract

ch. 6, 14). This markedly individualist approach notwithstanding, the ‘general 

nothing to do with the actual will of either the individual or the people, still it 

time totally dependent on the state, ‘as the strength of the State can alone secure 

-

of pleasure over pain: ‘Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two 
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sovereign masters, pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what we 

ought to do, as well as to determine what we shall do’ (Bentham 1838a, ch. 1, 1). 

interest’ as the simple aggregate of the interests of individuals, having no separate 
3 This, however, is not the 

-

-

the classical, ancient idea of the common good closer to atomist or nominalist on-

tology. This is the essential goal of Fred Miller’s reinterpretation of The Politics.  

Miller maintains that Aristotle’s discussion of the common good or common ad-

vantage is open to different readings: 

One line of interpretation is individualistic: to promote the common advantage is to pro-

Another line of interpretation is holistic

1995, 194)

Miller argues that the Aristotelian concept of common good rests not upon a holist 

-

However, this view does not seem convincing. First, this interpretation, as 

we will see later in detail, is far removed from Aristotle’s original intentions and 

words. To take only one illustration, in Book One of The Politics (ch. 2, 1253a, 14) 

the Greek philosopher wrote: ‘The proof that the state is a creation of nature and 
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and therefore he is like a part in relation to the whole.’ Secondly, and more impor-

-

-

whether to use the terms ‘will’ and ‘interest’ or the word ‘good’ is much more 

than a lis de verbis

bonum 

commune  (

sympheron utilitas communis), the primary concept of Aristotelian ethics is the 

‘good.’ This is in sharp contrast to e.g. John Rawls’s political philosophy which 

of human ‘good’ self-evidently implies moral rightness, it also inherently involves 

Nicomachean Ethics

the ‘highest master science’ on the ground that

-

godlike thing. (Nicomachean Ethics

alternatives: the statement that the common good is the same as the individual 

good, and the principle that the common good is superior to the individual good 

(Kempshall 1999, 26). In asserting that happiness is the same for a single human 
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, that is, the 

 

On the other hand, Aristotle maintained that the common good of the city-state is 

qualitatively different from the individual good of 

the individual, since the whole is of necessity prior to the part’ (The Politics 

ch. 2, 1253a, 14).4

3. Ontology of the common good

-

-

-

manifestations of collective instrumental action. These goods are merely conver-

them ‘common’ in the strict sense:

It has nothing to do with what makes them goods. Security as a valued end is always se-

curity for A, and for B, and for C. It is in no wise a different good, let alone a more valued 

Contrary to this, the authentic notion of common good makes sense only if we ac-

so on (Taylor 1997a, 134 ff).

Aristotle called ‘the greatest good of states’ (The Politics

Summa theologiae IIaIIae 58, a. 7, ad 2.
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-

(MacIntyre 1981, 146). As Aristotle himself put it:

(Nicomachean Ethics

holist view of society.

-

the sake of the whole. In reality, good citizens are supposed to like the commu-

known, Aristotle overtly and vehemently opposed Plato’s theory of the ideal state, 

especially the communistic tendencies inherent in it. In addition, he criticised the 

certain degree of pluralism:

The 

Politics 

This way, the moderate holist conception of the common good avoids the strict 

state power only acts as a defensor pacis -

-

tie des Gemeinwohls, sondern sein Behüter  

Förderer’ (Takács 2007, 537).
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-

ship as the common goal of the community:

-

mon good, and not merely what seems good. (Kraut 2002, 398)

The citizens of such a political community, not sharing a common conception 

4. The common good and the individual good

It is a standard thesis of the classical doctrine of the common good that in case 

De legibus 

in the ancient and medieval Aristotelian way of thinking the common and the in-

-

good, and on the other hand, the good of the community presupposes that of the 

individual. As Takács underlines: ‘das Gemeinwohl von den Gesichtspunkten des 

Political goodness ultimately depends upon what is good for the individual mem-
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-

Nicomachean Ethics

Summa theologiae IaIIae 

92, a. 1, ad 3, 98).

 

sect. 3, 91)

5. Conclusion

-

ship and interdependence of common and private good in Aristotelian political 

and legal philosophy. In direct contrast to this approach, modern thought tends 

-

and conceptual premises that underlie the classical theory of the common good. 

-
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